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Abstract
Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) have transformed the treatment paradigms for multiple cancers. However, ICI therapy often fails
to generate measurable and sustained antitumor responses, and clinically meaningful beneﬁts remain limited to a small proportion of
overall patients. A major obstacle to development and effective application of novel therapeutic regimens is optimized patient selection
and response assessment. Noninvasive imaging using novel immunoconjugate radiopharmaceuticals (immuno−positron emission
tomography and immuno-single-photon emission computed tomography) can assess for expression of cell surface immune markers,
such as programmed cell death protein ligand-1 (PD-L1), akin to a virtual biopsy. This emerging technology has the potential to
provide clinicians with a quantitative, speciﬁc, real-time evaluation of immunologic responses relative to cancer burden in the body.
We discuss the rationale for using noninvasive molecular imaging of the programmed cell death protein-1 and PD-L1 axis as a
biomarker for immunotherapy and summarize the current status of preclinical and clinical studies examining PD-L1 immuno
−positron emission tomography. The strategies described in this review provide insight for future clinical trials exploring the use of
immune checkpoint imaging as a biomarker for both ICI and radiation therapy, and for the rational design of combinatorial
therapeutic regimens.
© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of American Society for Radiation Oncology. This is an open access
article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Introduction
Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) have markedly
improved clinical outcomes for both localized and metastatic neoplasms. Ipilimumab, a human monoclonal antibody (mAb) targeting immune checkpoint molecule
cytotoxic T lymphocyte associated protein 4 (CTLA-4),
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was the ﬁrst ICI to receive Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) approval (in 2011), based on a landmark trial
showing the drug signiﬁcantly improved overall survival
in patients with metastatic melanoma.1 The clinical success of ipilimumab paved the way for development of
mAbs targeting a distinct immune checkpoint pathway:
programmed cell death protein-1 (PD-1) and its ligand
(PD-L1). Subsequent large-scale trials proved anti-PD-1
and anti-PD-L1 antibodies to be one of the most successful immunotherapeutic strategies to enhance antitumor
responses and improve overall survival across a spectrum
of malignancies.2-6 To-date, there have been 6 ICI drugs
targeting the PD-1/PD-L1 signaling pathway that have
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been FDA-approved, with indications for nineteen cancer
types and 2 tissue-agnostic conditions.7
Despite undeniable progress of ICIs in cancer treatment, they are not without their limitations. One major
obstacle is primary and acquired resistance to ICI therapy.
Clinical responses to ICI monotherapy remain limited to
a small proportion of patients, and many patients who
initially respond ultimately progress through treatment.
Anti-PD-1/PD-L1 antibodies have highly heterogenous
clinical efﬁcacy, with overall response rates of <5% to
>40% across cancer types.8,9 Another important limitation is the potential for off-target toxicities related to
excessive immune activation. Although standard ICI regimens are generally well-tolerated, particularly in comparison to conventional systemic treatments, the risk of
associated grade ≥3 treatment-related adverse events can
be 10% to 30% depending on the drug, dose, and duration
of therapy10 (Table 1). Lastly, although the beneﬁts that
patients can derive from ICI therapy can be clinically signiﬁcant, these drugs are also associated with substantial
ﬁnancial costs. For PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitor therapy, the
annual cost per patient is ≥$150,000, with even higher
costs associated with anti-CTLA-4 therapy.11
Due to the large proportion of nonresponding malignancies, risk of severe treatment-related complications,
and considerable cost of ICI therapies, there is a pressing
need to optimize strategies for tailoring personalized
treatment regimens, and for real-time assessment of therapeutic responses. Establishment of reliable, speciﬁc predictive biomarkers for ICI response will further provide
new insights into key modiﬁers of patient outcomes and
will also be central to identifying optimal synergistic strategies. There have been many recent and ongoing studies
exploring methods to improve response rates, including
combining ICI with conventional treatment modalities
such as radiation therapy (RT).12-15
Expression of PD-L1 on tumor cells or tumor-inﬁltrating immune cells correlates with higher response rates to
ICI therapy,16 and clinical treatment decisions are often
guided by PD-L1 expression status assessed via standardized immunohistochemistry (IHC) assays using a single
pretreatment tumor biopsy sample. However, there are
many inherent technical and biological limitations of IHC
which, in addition to the dynamic nature of PD-L1
expression and immune responses to tumors, restrict its
predictive value and clinical utility. Therefore, there is a
need to establish standardized complementary methods
to capture and quantify PD-L1 expression in a way that
augments the value of tissue-based assays. Noninvasive
molecular imaging using novel immunoconjugate radiopharmaceuticals (immuno-PET or immuno-SPECT)
could represent an ideal methodology in this respect.
Recent technological advancements in radiopharmaceuticals permit targeted imaging of speciﬁc markers on
the cell surface. In patients with newly diagnosed or recurrent prostate cancer, prostate speciﬁc membrane antigen
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(PSMA)-based positron-emission tomography (PET) can
now identify areas of active disease which were previously
undetected.17 This can aid in patient- and target-identiﬁcation for metastasis-directed radiation therapy for better
outcomes.18 Radiopharmaceutical probes can also be
designed to target various immune markers within the
tumor microenvironment (TME), including PD-L1, to
select patients most likely to beneﬁt from a particular
immunotherapy. Furthermore, whole-body imaging could
help to distinguish immunogenic (“hot”) tumors from
nonimmunogenic (“cold”) tumors within a patient. In
this way, similar to PSMA-PET, molecular imaging of
TME components may enable identiﬁcation of optimal
radiation targets (ie, nonimmunogenic tumors that can be
irradiated to create an immunogenic TME) primed to
respond to release of the PD-1 immune checkpoint.
Evolving imaging techniques using modern radiopharmaceuticals therefore hold promise to improve personalized
cancer care by guiding ICI treatment selection and
informing optimal therapeutically synergistic regimens.

PD-1/PD-L1 Immune Checkpoint
Pathway
PD-1 (CD279) is a cell surface receptor that is inducibly
expressed on activated CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, B cells,
myeloid cells, and some dendritic and natural killer cell subsets.19 In CD8+ T cells, PD-1 transcription is rapidly and
transiently induced upon stimulation through the T cell
receptor, with multiple posttranslational modiﬁcations regulating the level and duration of cell-surface expression.20
Under conditions of chronic antigen-speciﬁc signaling, PD1 expression is sustained at a substantially higher level than
observed on functional effector and memory CD8+ T cells,
and is associated with T cell exhaustion.21 PD-1 recognizes 2
cognate ligands, PD-L1 (B7-H1) and PD-L2 (B7-H2), which
have overlapping but distinct expression patterns. Under
physiological conditions, PD-L1 is constitutively expressed
on activated T cells, B cells, dendritics, myeloid cells, and a
variety of nonhematopoietic cells, including hepatocytes and
vascular endothelial cells, and in various immune privileged
organs. PD-L1 expression can also be induced and upregulated in the setting of inﬂammation.22
In simplistic terms, binding of PD-1 on activated antigen-speciﬁc T cells to its primary ligand, PD-L1, attenuates T cell receptor signaling, thereby inhibiting
downstream effector functions and clonal expansion
while promoting T cell apoptosis and anergy.23 This signaling pathway plays an important role in maintenance of
peripheral tolerance and limiting immune-mediated tissue damage during acute infection and inﬂammation. The
role of the PD-1/PD-L1 axis in negative regulation of
immune responses is well characterized in oncology:
tumors exploit the pathway by overexpressing PD-L1 to
subvert T-cell mediated immune clearance. Expression of
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PD-L1 in tumors strongly correlates with advanced disease in multiple cancer types.24 The premise of anti-PD1/PD-L1 therapy is to disrupt this inhibitory signaling
pathway at the tumor site, restoring effector function of
tumor-antigen speciﬁc T cells.

Biomarkers of response to PD-1/PD-L1
checkpoint blockade
Consistent with the current knowledge of anti-PD-1/PDL1 therapy, it is logical to surmise that tumors that overexpress PD-L1 would derive the greatest clinical response. As
such, patient selection for anti-PD-1/PD-L1 therapy is most
often guided by PD-L1 expression within the pretreatment
tumor. PD-L1 testing requirement vary by treatment indication and regimen; 4 of the 6 FDA-approved drugs targeting
the PD-1/PD-L1 axis (pembrolizumab, nivolumab, atezolizumab, and cemiplimab) require determination of PD-L1
expression by an FDA-approved companion diagnostic
assay, and prespeciﬁed thresholds must be met to consider
treatment for certain indications. These thresholds vary
both within and across tumor types for each drug. The current gold standard method for measuring PD-L1 expression
is via IHC staining of tumor samples, which are obtained at
the time of diagnosis from invasive biopsy procedures or
from surgical specimens. Each commercially available IHC
assay varies in method of interpretation, using PD-L1
expression on tumor cells, tumor-inﬁltrating immune cells,
or both, to determine positivity.25
The rationale for using PD-L1 as a predictive biomarker initially stemmed from several of the pivotal trials
that paved the way for drug approval. A pilot study of
anti-PD-1 therapy with nivolumab for a variety of
advanced solid tumors showed that 59.5% of patients
tested for PD-L1 expression had at least one positive
lesion, as deﬁned by a per specimen threshold of ≥5% of
tumor cells staining positive by IHC on pretreatment
archival samples.4 Among patients with any PD-L1 positive tumors, an overall response rate (ORR) of 36% was
observed, compared with 0% ORR in PD-L1 negative
patients. In another seminal phase I study, KEYNOTE001, a cohort of patients with advanced non−small cell
lung cancer (NSCLC) were screened for tumor PD-L1
expression by IHC, with positive status deﬁned as staining
in at least 1% of cells (within tumor nests consisting of
neoplastic and inﬁltrating mononuclear cells).26 Patients
who screened positive for PD-L1 expression and received
anti-PD-1 therapy with pembrolizumab showed an ORR
of 19.4%; however, subgroup analysis revealed an association between response rate and PD-L1 IHC positivity
score, and longer progression-free survival (PFS) and OS
in patients with ≥50% tumor cell staining positivity, versus patients with an IHC score of <50%. Follow-up studies (KEYNOTE-01027 and KEYNOTE-0246) recapitulated
these ﬁndings, showing favorable efﬁcacy of PD-1
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blockade in high-PD-L1 expressing patients. In a separate
KEYNOTE-001 cohort, patients with advanced melanoma were treated with pembrolizumab, after pretreatment IHC evaluation of tumor PD-L1 expression status.
Again, PD-L1 expression was found to correlate with clinical outcomes, with higher ORR, PFS, and OS observed
among patients with PD-L1 positive tumors (≥1%).28 Of
note, PD-L1 IHC for melanoma used a distinct assay platform and scoring system from those used for NSCLC.
However, these trials and others29-33 also demonstrate
that substantial clinical responses to ICI therapy are possible
in patients whose tumors stained negative for PD-L1 by
IHC. Additional studies have shown signiﬁcant antitumor
activity regardless of PD-L1 expression, and no association
between PD-L1 IHC positivity and enhanced ICI
responses.34,35 We summarize the wide variability in
response rates and PD-L1 expression reported in major
clinical studies in Table 2. Such discrepancy may be attributed to several technical and biological factors (Fig. 1).
Along with potential variability in IHC assay
performance,36,37 interobserver reproducibility,38 and age
and condition of tissue specimen available for staining,39
semiquantitative evaluation of tumor PD-L1 expression
using tissue-based approaches has several inherent limitations to accurately representing a patient’s PD-L1 status.
First, staining is generally performed using a single tissue
section from a pretreatment biopsy, and in the setting of
advanced disease, from a single-tumor or metastatic lymph
node specimen. However, solid tumors are heterogenous,
with many coexisting subclone populations. These subclones
evolve in different areas of the tumor, and vary considerably
in their phenotypic and behavioral characteristics, due to
unique genetic and epigenetic changes and adaptive
responses to microenvironmental pressures. By the same
token, PD-L1 expression is a dynamic and nonuniform
rather than a static tumor characteristic, and often a high
degree of intra- and interlesional expression heterogeneity is
observed within a single patient.40-43 Tumor heterogeneity is
also observed between a given primary tumor and its later
recurrences and metastatic lesions.44 Furthermore, PD-L1
expression is observed to ﬂuctuate in response to recent
therapies received, including upregulation after RT.45,46
A single biopsy sample fails to capture this spatial and
temporal heterogeneity, creating often unrecognized sampling error. For example, most studies examining the correlation between efﬁcacy of PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors and
tumor PD-L1 expression do not differentiate the type of
material used for testing (biopsy vs resection specimen,
often obtained many weeks after initial biopsy or after
treatments received). Munari et al showed that discordance between NSCLC core biopsy specimens of a tumor
may occur in up to 20% of cases with a 1% cutoff for PDL1 positive cells,47 and that 4 or more biopsy specimens
are required to accurately classify PD-L1 status by a validated IHC assay.48 Therefore, relying on PD-L1 IHC as a
standalone biomarker to stratify patients for ICI would be
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Objective response rate varies widely with PD-L1 expression thresholds across clinical studies

Study

Drug

Disease

PD-L1 threshold
for positivity

ORR (above/below
threshold)

KEYNOTE-00126

Pembrolizumab

NSCLC

1%

19%

50%

45%

Melanoma

1%

33%
16%/10%

27
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1%
50%
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Pembrolizumab
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Pembrolizumab
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1%

33%/NS
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Pembrolizumab

Urothelial

10%

22%/21%

CA209-003133

Nivolumab
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32%/NS

132

OAK31

Atezolizumab
34

RCC

29%/NS

NSCLC

17%/NS

Pooled

5%

36%/0%

NSCLC

1%

18%/8%

50%

33%/NS
21%/21%

Atezolizumab

Urothelial

1%
5%

28%/NS

CheckMate 02633

Nivolumab

NSCLC

5%

26%/NS

CheckMate 032134

Nivolumab

Urothelial

1%

24%/26%

5%

28.6%/24.5%

IMvigor210

Abbreviations: NSCLC = non−small cell lung cancer; ORR = objective response rate; PD-L1 = programmed death-ligand 1; RCC = renal cell
carcinoma.

expected to misclassify and exclude some patients who
would beneﬁt from therapy. One way to improve the predictive value of PD-L1 IHC might be to obtain fresh
biopsy specimens at the time a treatment regimen is being
considered, and to test multiple specimens from a single
patient using a tissue microarray. However, given the
invasive nature of a biopsy procedure, this would be far
less preferred than an alternative noninvasive biomarker.
Longitudinal monitoring of expression status during therapy by serial biopsy would be even less practical. Due to
all of these factors, novel predictive biomarkers to guide
patient stratiﬁcation and optimize therapeutic beneﬁts of
ICIs are urgently needed. Imaging-based methodologies
represent an ideal prospect for several reasons, including
being noninvasive, easily used for serial evaluation, and
providing whole-tumor and whole-patient information.

Conventional Imaging Methods for
Predicting and Evaluating
Immunotherapy Responses
Different standard imaging modalities are used in the
initial pretherapy evaluation of cancer and for monitoring

of treatment responses. The most widely used methodologies are contrast-enhanced CT and MRI. Conventional
protocols for response measurement by anatomic imaging, including the revised CT Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST v. 1.1), are based on
changes in tumor size and do not take into consideration
unique response patterns observed with immunotherapies. To this end, modiﬁed strategies, such as the
immune-related response criteria, immune RECIST, and
immune-modiﬁed RECIST, have been adopted for assessment of responses in the clinic and implementation in
immunotherapy studies.49-51 These guidelines reclassify
disease progression, accounting for possible pseudoprogression due to immune cell inﬁltration. Although using
these newer guidelines may capture patients with pseudoprogression, which might otherwise be misclassiﬁed as
progressive disease by RECIST 1.1 criteria leading to inappropriate discontinuation of a beneﬁcial treatment, continuation of an ultimately ineffective treatment past
radiographic progression also increases risk for poor clinical outcomes.
Radiomics has been studied as one approach to help
discriminate between pseudoprogression and true progression (using magnetic resonance imaging), as well as
to predict responses before the initiation of
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The disadvantages of PD-L1 (programmed death-ligand 1) quantiﬁcation via immunohistochemistry. Created
with Biorender.com.

Fig. 1

immunotherapy. Radiomics models to describe tumor
phenotype are created via extraction from standard-ofcare images of a large number of quantitative features,
based on intensity, size, shape, volume, and texture.52
One study by Tang et al53 identiﬁed features on pretreatment CT that were associated with tumor PD-L1 expression and T cell density in NSCLC surgical pathology
specimens, and established an algorithm that successfully
discerned patients with an “immune-activated” phenotype associated with improved overall survival. Another
study developed a radiomics model based on pretreatment CT images that predicted hyperprogression in
NSCLC patients receiving ICIs.54 Despite the wide range
of possible applications, radiomics models have several
inherent limitations, including the time-consuming and
subjective process of tumor volume delineation, and lack
of universal imaging acquisition protocols across institutions.
PET/CT using [ﬂuorine-18]ﬂuorodeoxyglucose (18FFDG) tracer is the most common functional tumor
imaging technique used in clinical practice, and is routinely used in diagnostic workups, treatment planning,
including radiation therapy target delineation, and
treatment response evaluation.55-58 FDG PET has also

shown potential as a prognostic and predictive tool in
the context of immunotherapy. In a prospective study
of a small cohort of advanced NSCLC patients, Kaira
et al59 showed that decrease in FDG lesion uptake
between baseline and 1 month better predicted early
response to nivolumab therapy than standard CT. In a
larger cohort of NSCLC patients, Chardin et al60 demonstrated a correlation between high baseline metabolic tumor volume, early treatment discontinuation,
and poor overall survival after ICI therapy. However,
in contrast, other studies have found low tumor FDG
uptake to predict poor outcomes after initiation of
immunotherapy.61,62 These conﬂicting ﬁndings highlight that using FDG PET to predict immunotherapy
response is not straightforward. An important limitation of this modality is its inability to discriminate if
tracer uptake, which is a surrogate for cellular metabolism, is occurring in tumor, stroma, or immune cells.
Furthermore, other processes such as necrosis and
nonspeciﬁc inﬂammation can inﬂuence local FDG
uptake, adding to the challenge of interpretation.
Accordingly, novel PET tracers that target speciﬁc cells
or receptors have been developed to evaluate the
tumor immune milieu.
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Noninvasive molecular imaging of the PD-1/
PD-L1 axis

is a relatively slow process (half-lives of days to weeks) for
these relatively large proteins.76 This is in contrast to
many standard PET protocols, which use imaging times
of 50 to 70 minutes postinjection for rapidly metabolized
small molecule tracers such as FDG. Accordingly, the use
of longer-lived radionuclides (eg, 89Zr, t1/2 = 78.4 hr) for
antibody labeling is preferable to shorter-lived ones (eg,
18
F, t1/2 = 110 min, or 64Cu, t1/2 = 12.7 hr), because their
half-lives approach the biological half-life of the antibody
protein.69,70,72,77 Thus optimal imaging delay for 89Zrlabeled whole antibody, for instance, is 5 to 7 days postinjection, whereas for a much smaller probe labeled with a
shorter-lived radionuclides, such as 18F-BMS-986192
(small protein “adnectin”), images can be acquired within
1 hour. The advantages and limitations of various immunoPET tracers and radionuclides are summarized in
Tables 3 and 4.
Perhaps most relevant to clinical translation, and an
early indicator of promising utility of PD-L1 imaging in
clinical radiation oncology, several preclinical studies
demonstrated that immunoPET can be used to monitor
RT-induced changes in PD-L1 expression in realtime.64,73,74 Kikuchi et al64 used a 89Zr-labeled murine
anti-PD-L1 mAb to evaluate PD-L1 expression pre- and
postfractionated RT in syngeneic mouse models of HPV
and head and neck squamous cell carcinoma and melanoma. They observed RT-induced PD-L1 upregulation in
melanoma tumors after 8 Gy in 4 fractions, and in head
and neck squamous cell carcinoma tumors after 20 Gy in
10 fractions, using immuno-PET, with conﬁrmation by
ﬂow cytometry. In a similar study, Ehlerding et al73 used
cross-reactive 89Zr-atezolizumab to monitor RT-induced
changes in mouse xenografts of a human lung cancer cell
line with endogenous PD-L1 expression. They showed
low tracer uptake at baseline in nonirradiated tumors and
increased uptake in response to 2 different radiation regimens (5 Gy in 1 fraction, and 10 Gy in 5 fractions). As a
control, they imaged mice bearing PD-L1-negative
tumors (A549) and found no appreciable increase in
uptake post-RT. Christensen et al74 also used a cross-reactive 89Zr-labeled mAb to evaluate therapy-induced
changes in a syngeneic mouse colon carcinoma model. In
this study, tumor-bearing mice were treated with either
fractionated RT (6 Gy in 3 fractions) or anti-PD-L1 antibody alone, or with a combination regimen of RT and
sequential anti-PD-L1 antibody. PET images were
obtained after RT, before the start of anti-PD-L1 therapy.
Tumor-localized RT increased PD-L1 tracer uptake both
in tumors and spleen, suggesting that RT induces PD-L1
upregulation in circulating immune cells, as well as within
tumors. Most notably, maximum tumor tracer uptake
correlated with response to anti-PD-L1 therapy (alone
and combined with RT), implying that 89Zr-anti-PD-L1
PET has value as a predictive biomarker not only for ICI
monotherapy, but also independently for combined-therapy regimens. Together, these data provide insight for the

An ideal complementary diagnostic for PD-1/PD-L1
inhibitor therapy should be noninvasive, have the potential for wide availability, and supplement conventional
diagnostic tests and biomarkers. Molecular imaging ﬁts
these criteria and is one way to overcome many of the
weaknesses of tissue-based assays. With broad adoption,
it may elucidate the complex interplay between the
immune system and tumors as they coevolve during various therapeutic regimens, which is central to understanding cancer in a clinically signiﬁcant context.
Immuno-PET (positron emission tomography) and
immuno-SPECT (single-photon emission computed
tomography) have been developed as techniques to noninvasively monitor molecular biomarkers, including PDL1, across the whole body in real-time. Immuno-PET/
SPECT also enable visualization of the spatial distribution
of protein expression within and between tumors, and
serial imaging provides longitudinal information about
therapeutic targets in response to treatment.
Various tracers composed of a chelated radiometal,
bound to an antibody or other targeting scaffold with PDL1 molecular speciﬁcity, have shown promise in preclinical models. Several ﬁrst-in-human studies have been completed, and many more are ongoing.

Preclinical progress in PD-L1 imaging
The potential of PD-L1 imaging was ﬁrst demonstrated
in preclinical models that used whole antibodies
conjugated to various radionuclides to visualize PD-L1
expression in tumor-bearing mice.63-74 These models
established initial proof-of-concept, showing that radiolabeled anti-PD-L1 mAb can identify syngeneic and human
xenograft tumors expressing PD-L1, and that it can serve
as an in vivo biomarker of response to anti-PD-L1
therapy.
Several important principles were learned from these
studies that are relevant to translating PD-L1 imaging
into clinical trials and practice. For one, it was discovered
that added carrier (unlabeled antibody) is necessary in
most antibody-based tracer formulations to block sequestration of the radiolabeled antibody in PD-L1 rich nontumor normal tissues (eg, liver, spleen, kidneys, lymph
nodes, and bowel) due to low-afﬁnity and nonspeciﬁc
antibody binding, to allow sufﬁcient tracer to remain in
circulation for slower tumor uptake and for optimal
tumor-to-background ratios.68-70,75 Additionally, optimal
imaging delay is dependent on probe size, in addition to
radioisotope. For intact antibodies, image acquisition at
>48 hours, 6 days postinfusion is advantageous as it provides sufﬁcient time for clearance from circulation, which
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Table 3
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Characteristics of key radionuclides used in immunoPET

Radionuclide

T1/2

Advantages

Limitations

124

I

100.2 h

T1/2 matches circulating t1/2 of mAbs
Nonresidualizing, low background signal in nontarget tissues widely available

Higher radiation exposure to normal organs
than shorter-lived isotopes
Nonresidualizing, loss of signal in target tissues
over time
Long positron range (lower spatial resolution)
High cost of production

89

Zr

78.4 h

Most well-studied for use with immunoPET T1/2
matches circulating t1/2 of mAbs
Residualizing, signal retention in target tissues
over time
Low cost of production

Higher radiation exposure to normal organs
than shorter-lived isotopes
Residualizing, higher background signal in nontarget tissues
Labeling requires chelation, which can alter
physiochemical properties of the probe

111

In

67.2 h

Requires SPECT, less expensive vs PET, multiplexing possible

Requires SPECT, less sensitive and lower spatial
resolution vs PET

64

Cu

12.7 h

Suitable for use with Ab fragments and minibodies
Widely available
Residualizing, signal retention in target tissues
over time
Low cost of production
Short positron range (high spatial resolution)

Low positron yield
Increased patient radiation exposure due to bparticle and auger electron emission
Labeling requires chelation, which can alter
physiochemical properties of the probe
Residualizing, higher background signal in nontarget tissues
High nonspeciﬁc uptake in liver

18

109.8 min

Widely available
Ideal for labeling small molecules, peptides,
adnectins, afﬁbodies
Lower radiation exposure to normal organs
High positron yield
Short positron range (high spatial resolution)
Relative ease of on-site production

Cannot be used with larger molecule probes (eg,
mAbs)

68

67 min

Ideal for labeling small molecules, peptides,
adnectins, afﬁbodies
Lower radiation exposure to normal organs
High positron yield
Relative ease of on-site production

Long positron range (lower spatial resolution)

11

20.4 min

Widely available
Rapid nontarget tissue clearance Lower radiation
exposure to normal organs
High positron yield
Relative ease of production

Ultrashort t1/2 limits clinical utility, can only be
used with small molecules

F

Ga

C

Abbreviations: mAb = monoclonal antibody; PET = positron emission tomography; SPECT = single-photon emission computed tomography.

design of future trials using PD-L1 immuno-PET to optimize synergistic treatment regimens. For example, following the notion that intratumoral expression of
immunosuppressive molecules, such as PD-L1, indicates
the presence of pre-existing (albeit suppressed) T cell
inﬁltrates that are a requisite factor for ICI reponses,78 it
may be possible for PD-L1 PET to differentiate these
immunologically “hot” lesions from noninﬁltrated “cold”
lesions that are likely to be ICI-resistant. PET images
could then guide radiation therapy targeting of cold
lesions to trigger de novo inﬂammation and T cell inﬁltration to potentiate checkpoint blockade immunotherapy.

Antibody-based tracers have several advantages for
immunoPET, including high antigen avidity and speciﬁcity needed to maximize signal-to-background ratios for
visualizing PD-L1 within the TME. Using mouse/human
cross-reactive mabs, which are already approved for use
in humans, such as atezolizumab, also presents fewer
challenges and safety hurdles for clinical translation than
novel probes. However, antibodies also have inherent limitations that can hinder clinical utility. One disadvantage
is their relatively high molecular weight and slow hepatic
clearance, typically over days to weeks. Their large size
also
impedes
rapid
tumor
penetration
and

Overview of select immunoPET tracers with clinical applications in cancer immunotherapy

Probe type
Whole mAb
»150 kDa

Optimal
imaging
time P.i.
5-7 d

Advantages

Limitations
89

PD-L 1

89

Zr-Atezolizumab102
Zr-Atezolizumab (NCT04564482,
opened Sept 2020)
89
Zr-Durvalumab103,135
89
Zr-Avelumab (NCT03514719, opened
May 2018)
89
Zr-DFO-REGN3504 (NCT03746704,
opened Nov 2018)
89

PD-1

89

Zr-Pembrolizumab136,137
Zr-Nivolumab104
64
Cu-DOTA-Pembrolizumab
(NCT04605614, opened October 2020)
89
ZED88082A121
89
Zr-Ipilimumab (NCT03313323, opened
October 2017)
89

CD-8
CTLA-4
Probody
»150 kDa

7d

High tumor speciﬁcity, lower
uptake in nontumor lymphoid tissues vs Abs

Not widely accessible for
routine clinical use

PD-L1

89

Zr-CX-072108

Antibody
fragments (Fab,
F(ab’)2, scFv)
25-100 kDa

4-48 h

Easily produced from intact
abs
Do not interact with Fc receptors
Higher tumor-to background
ratio vs intact abs
Potential for same-day infusion/imaging Better solid
tumor penetration vs intact
abs

More difﬁcult to radiolabel vs
intact abs
High nontarget accumulation
in kidneys
Lower tumor uptake vs intact
abs

PD-L1

Cu-NOTA-aPD-L1 Fab85
Zr-Df-F(ab’)284
89
Zr-C4 scFv86
64
Cu-NOTA-ipilimumab-F(ab’)2138

64

89

CTLA-4

9

(continued on next page)
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Same-day infusion/imaging
not possible due to slow
clearance from nontarget
tissues
Not optimal for intracellular
target epitopes
Generally require coinfusion
with unlabeled Ab to reduce
tracer sequestration in
antigen-sinks
Low solid-tumor penetration
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Long t1/2 of Zr matches circulating t1/2 of mAbs
Ease of translation, can be
produced from widely available, clinically approved
mAbs
High antigen speciﬁcity and
avidity Relative ease of
radiolabeling

Examples
target tracer
(published
reference or
Clinicaltrials.
gov ID)
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Table 4 (Continued)

Minibody, HcAb
80 kDa

60 min

Small proteins »10-15 kDa

60-90 min

Small peptides »2-7 kDa

60 min

Limitations

Do not interact with Fc receptors
Higher tumor-to background
ratio vs intact abs
Potential for same-day infusion/imaging

Not widely accessible for
routine clinical use

Same-day infusion/imaging
High tumor penetration
High tumor-to-background
ratio

High nontarget accumulation
in kidneys
Not widely accessible for
routine clinical use

Same-day infusion/imaging
High tumor penetration

High nontarget accumulation
in kidneys
Not widely accessible for
routine clinical use

PD-L1

Same-day *infusion/imaging
High tumor penetration

High nontarget accumulation
in kidneys
Not widely accessible for
routine clinical use

PD-L1

PD-L1
CD-8

PD-L1

89

Zr-KN035 (NCT04977128, opened July
2021)
89
Zr-IAB22M2C120,139 (NCT03802123,
opened January 2019)
89
Zr-Df-Crefmirlimab (NCT05013099,
opened Aug 2021)
68

Ga-NOTA-Nb10987-89
Ga-THP-APN09 (NCT05156515,
opened December 2021)
68
Ga-NOTA-SNA006a119
68
Ga-NODAGA-SNA006
(NCT05126927, opened Nov 2021)
68

CD-8

18
68

F-BMS-986192104,105,106
Ga-DOTA-HACA-PD1100

68

Ga-WL12107
Advances in Radiation Oncology: Month 2022

Abbreviations: Fab = antigen-binding fragment; HcAb = heavy-chain only antibody; mAb = monoclonal antibody; PD-L1 = programmed death-ligand 1; PET = positron emission tomography; P.i. = posttracer
infusion; scFv = single-chain variable fragment.
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5-24 h

Advantages
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Probe type

Optimal
imaging
time P.i.

Examples
target tracer
(published
reference or
Clinicaltrials.
gov ID)
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distribution.79,80 Long circulation times and slow tumor
uptake prolong the time for tumor SUVmax and tumorto-background ratio to stabilize, obligating patients to
return several days after tracer infusion for imaging.81,82
The intact Fc region and FcyR-binding capacity of certain
IgG probes such as avelumab can also contribute to nonspeciﬁc uptake and high background signal, and can
mediate unintended T cell depletion.83
These considerations led some investigators to design
alternative tracers using nonwhole antibody moieties
(Table 4). Preclinical studies have demonstrated the feasibility of using radiolabeled antibody fragments [Fab and F
(ab’)2, single chain variable fragments (scFv), and minibodies84-86], nanobodies,87-90 and smaller protein scaffolds (afﬁbodies,91,92 adnectins,93,94 small protein
binders,95 peptides96-99) to detect PD-L1 expression.
These small molecular weight probes are more rapidly
cleared, which may be preferred for ease of clinical workﬂow (eg, same-day infusion and imaging) and short-interval serial monitoring. However, the shorter biological
half-lives of such probes also reduce absolute tumor
uptake, although this may be at least partially offset by
lower uptake in normal tissues.96,100
Another recently investigated strategy to limit on-target-off-tumor uptake is with use of a “probody”-based
tracer, designed to be preferentially activated and able to
bind its target in the TME, while remaining inactive in
normal tissues. Giesen et al101 engineered the mouse/
human cross-reactive anti-PD-L1 probody CX-072, an
IgG-4 mAb with binding regions masked by a peptide
that is removed in vivo by proteases. They showed that
89
Zr-CX-072 speciﬁcally accumulated in PD-L1-expressing syngeneic mouse tumors and human tumor xenografts, with comparatively low uptake in PD-L1
expressing normal tissues. An early phase clinical trial
(NCT03013491) is currently in progress to evaluate this
probody for therapeutic use in cancer patients. Altogether,
these preclinical data provided a framework for initial
clinical studies of PD-L1 PET in patients with cancer and
highlight the potential of noninvasive molecular imaging
to elucidate mechanisms of synergy between radiation
and immunotherapy.

From mice to men: Early and ongoing clinical
trials of PD-L1 immunoPET
The ﬁrst human imaging studies have largely used
radiolabeled therapeutic antibodies. Bensch et al102
reported on the ﬁrst-in-human PD-L1 PET study with
89
Zr-atezolizumab in patients with advanced NSCLC,
bladder cancer, or triple-negative breast cancer, before
atezolizumab monotherapy. They administered the tracer
(coinfused with unlabeled mAb) to 22 ICI-naïve patients,
followed by up to 4 PET/CT scans at 0 to 7 days
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postinfusion. Tumor-to-background ratios stabilized at
day 7 postinfusion. Low tracer uptake was found in most
normal tissues, apart from high uptake in lymph nodes
and spleen and moderate uptake in bone marrow, compatible with target-speciﬁc binding on immune cells and
endothelial littoral cells lining venous sinusoids. High
tracer uptake was observed in a majority of tumors,
although heterogeneous tracer distribution within individual lesions, as well as within-patient SUVmax heterogeneity in patients with multiple lesions, were also noted.
Notably, 89Zr-atezolizumab tumor uptake was a strong
predictor of patient response to atezolizumab therapy;
those with complete response showed a 235% higher
tumor uptake (mean maximum standardized uptake value
[SUVmax]) than patients who immediately progressed.
Moreover, tumor uptake was strongly related to PFS and
OS, as patients with below-median uptake were more
likely to progress or die than those with above-median
uptake (subset median of 9 SUV). In contrast, PD-L1
IHC on tumor biopsies (using 2 standardized assays)
showed moderate to poor discrimination for patient outcome. This was both predictive and prognostic.
Smit et al103 recently reported on the safety and feasibility of another 89Zr-labeled anti-PD-L1 mAb, durvalumab, in 10 ICI-naïve patients with advanced NSCLC. In
this study, patients received the ﬁrst administration of
tracer without coinfusion of unlabeled antibody and
underwent PET scan at 120 hours postinfusion. After a
12-day wash-out period, patients received a second 89Zrdurvalumab dose, coadministered with a therapeutic dose
of unlabeled durvalumab. As in the aforementioned study
with 89Zr-atezolizumab, high uptake of 89Zr-durvalumab
was similarly observed in the spleen and moderate uptake
in bone marrow, as well as high uptake in the liver attributed to tracer catabolism. Heterogenous uptake was
observed in larger tumors, highest in the periphery of the
tumor, which the authors postulated could be due to
impaired vascularization, barrier effect, or a higher prevalence of PD-L1 expressing immune cells at the tumor
periphery. As expected, imaging performed after coadministered tracer/unlabeled mAb revealed much lower
uptake in all target tissues including tumors, compared
with the tracer-only scans. This was attributed to saturation of PD-L1 receptors by the much higher therapeutic
dose (750 mg) compared with tracer dose (2 mg). Notably, fewer PD-L1 positive lesions overall were identiﬁable
in the second scan series, possibly suggesting that PD-L1
positive tumors with low-to-moderate expression were
saturated with unlabeled antibody and were unable to
bind sufﬁcient tracer to be delineable. However, in one
case, a large well-vascularized tumor in the lung was not
well visualized on the ﬁrst imaging series yet showed signiﬁcant uptake in the second series. This example supports the idea that coinfusion with unlabeled antibody
permits a larger fraction of tracer to remain in the blood
pool, available for uptake by PD-L1 high tumors. These
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conﬂicting observations imply that coinfusion with a full
therapeutic dose may be a suboptimal strategy for assessing PD-L1 expression status in the clinical context, as
strong responses to PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors are frequently
observed in patients with low-to-moderate PD-L1 expression by IHC. In this pilot study’s limited patient cohort,
nonsigniﬁcant correlations were observed between clinical
outcome with durvalumab therapy and tracer uptake.
Future trials should explore the effect of unlabeled carrier
dose on PD-L1 PET sensitivity and speciﬁcity in various
patient populations.
Immuno-PET with non-IgG low-molecular weight
probes has also early promise in patients.104-107 As mentioned, an advantage of these smaller probes over antibody-based tracers is their rapid clearance kinetics,
permitting same-day infusion and imaging, and favorable
target-to-background contrast. Niemeijer et al104 demonstrated that PET imaging with 18F-BMS-986192, a ﬂuorinated anti-PD-L1 adnectin, can be performed as soon as
1 hour after tracer infusion for semiquantitative evaluation of tumor PD-L1 expression in patients with advanced
NSCLC. In this study, patients also underwent subsequent
immuno-PET with 89Zr-nivolumab, followed by nivolumab monotherapy. Lesions determined to be PD-L1-positive by IHC and 18F-BMS-986192 PET were observed to
accumulate 89Zr-nivolumab, supporting the presumption
that therapeutic nivolumab works to block PD-1/PD-L1
pathway signaling within tumors that have co-opted the
pathway for immune escape. Furthermore, uptake of both
tracers was reported to predict lesion-level response to
nivolumab. Nienhuis et al106 found similar predictive
capacity of 18F-BMS-986192 PET melanoma metastases,
and furthermore, that it may be able to identify PD-L1expressing brain metastases in some patients. The utility
of 18F-BMS-986192 PET in additional patient populations
is currently being explored (NCT03843515, 2018-00046211).
Using another high-afﬁnity PD-L1-binding small peptide probe (WL12), labeled with 68Ga, Zhou et al107 also
showed feasibility of same-day immunoPET.107 Nine
treatment-naïve patients with NSCLC with PD-L1-positivity by IHC underwent PET/CT at 1 to 2 hours after
tracer infusion. Signiﬁcant intra- and intertumoral heterogeneity in uptake was noted in some patients, and tumor
SUVmax strongly correlated with PD-L1 IHC results.
Although only 3 patients went on to receive PD-1 directed
therapy, clinical outcomes for all 3 correlated with tracer
uptake.
Lastly, building on the encouraging preclinical data for
89
Zr-CX-072 highlighted above, Ruijter et al108 recently
reported on results of a sub study investigating this probody for immuno-PET in patients with metastatic cancer.
PET images obtained 2 to 7 days after infusion of 89ZrCX-072 showed tumor uptake in all patients, even in
those who were reported as PD-L1-negative by IHC. In
line with ﬁndings from studies using antibody-based
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tracers, heterogeneous uptake was observed within and
between tumors, and high uptake of 89Zr-CX-072
occurred in the spleen attributed to speciﬁc binding to
PD-L1 expressing littoral cells, although this was partially
mitigated with coinfusion of sufﬁcient unlabeled protein
dose. The study reported similar or lower uptake of 89ZrCX-072 in other healthy tissues, including nonmetastatic
lymphoid organs, compared with prior ﬁndings with
89
Zr-atezolizumab, supporting tumor-associated protease
activation of the probody. All 8 patients subsequently
received CX-072 (monotherapy, with one patient additionally receiving ipilimumab), although results of the
treatment study (NCT03013491) have not yet been
reported.

CD8+ PET
Evaluation of PD-L1 expression in tumors is undoubtedly valuable for predicting responses to PD-1/PD-L1
blockade. However, PD-L1 is an imperfect biomarker, as
evidenced by the observation that patients bearing PDL1-positive tumors are not always responsive to anti-PD1/PD-L1 antibodies. Although PD-L1 expression within
tumors can be induced by immune-stimulating cytokines
such as interferons released by activated T cells,109 it can
also be constitutively expressed by tumor cells associated
with genetic alterations, in the absence of inﬁltrating
immune cells or CD8+ T cell activation.110,111 Given the
complexity of PD-L1 expression regulation and potential
multilayered immune tolerizing mechanisms hindering
antitumor responses, molecular imaging of multiple
immunologic biomarkers in addition to PD-L1 could provide more information about the state of the tumorimmune dynamic, with potential therapeutic implications.
Several studies have supported that PD-L1 expression
in the tumor is most useful for predicting positive clinical
outcomes to ICI therapy when it is observed in the context of an ongoing active T cell response.42,112 The presence of tumor inﬁltrating dendritic cells, CD8+ T cells,
cytokines such as granzyme B, and PD-L1 expression
indicates an immunogenic (hot) phenotype, which is a
prerequisite for anti-PD-1/PD-L1 therapy. In fact, the
density of tumor inﬁltrating lymphocytes (TIL) positively
correlates with clinical responses to various immunotherapies, including anti-PD-1/PD-L1 antibodies.45,113,114
Ongoing research into ICI therapy resistance is focused
on methods to effectively create an immunogenic TME
within a nonimmunogenic (cold) tumor, that would then
respond to checkpoint blockade.
Similar to PD-L1, tumor inﬁltration by CD8+ T cells
has most frequently been evaluated via tissue-based methods, which are likewise subject to biologic and technical
limitations. Thus, immunoPET using anti-CD8 antibody
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probes is being explored as a method of visualizing CD8+
T cell trafﬁcking and tumor inﬁltration.
Preclinical studies have demonstrated success of
immunoPET for visualizing CD8+ T cell trafﬁcking, and
changes in tumor-inﬁltrating T cell densities after ICI
therapy, using various antibody-based and nonantibody
tracers.115−119 Recently, phase 1 and 2 clinical trials have
also shown early promise for 2 CD8 PET tracers (89ZrDf-IAB22M2C120 and 89Zr-ED88082A121), where intratumoral uptake correlated with clinical outcomes after ICI
therapy. Going further, multiple immunoPET probes to
evaluate intratumoral cytotoxic T cell effector function
via granzyme B122\ and interferon-y123 have also been
developed, although these strategies are yet to be explored
in clinical trials.

Conclusions and Future Directions for
Radiation Oncology
The use of molecular imaging techniques to evaluate
immune system changes and predict clinical responses is
still in its infancy. Along with the promising developments highlighted above, several challenges to must be
considered before widespread clinical use of immunoPET
can be realized. For one, ongoing and future prospective
clinical trials will need to demonstrate that use of immunoPET for patient stratiﬁcation and treatment planning
results in equivalent or better patient outcomes than those
achieved with current biomarkers and imaging modalities.
As we discussed herein, we believe immunoPET overcomes many of the inherent limitations of PD-L1 IHC
and conventional imaging techniques. Beyond establishment of clinical beneﬁt, imaging protocols and interpretation methods for each novel tracer will need to be
standardized and harmonized across multiple sites, as
well as guidelines established for radiotracer production
under good manufacturing practice conditions, ultimately
to achieve FDA approval. However, the already wellestablished infrastructure for radiopharmaceutical production and distribution in many geographic areas can
facilitate access to newly approved tracers at sites without
regulatory approval for on-site production or access to a
cyclotron. Finally, although commercial sources for radiotracers can help to reduce overall procedural costs, costeffectiveness analyses will be critical to assess whether the
additional beneﬁts of these state-of-the-art imaging strategies justify the expenses associated with implementation
and use. As we noted previously, many immune checkpoint inhibitor drugs are associated with substantial
ﬁnancial costs of ≥$150,000 annually. Therefore, we
anticipate that PD-1/PD-L1 immunoPET will achieve
cost-effectiveness by improving selection of patients most
likely to respond to checkpoint inhibition.
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ImmunoPET has potential for broad utility within the
ﬁeld of radiation oncology, particularly as evidence accumulates for radiation to potentiate the systemic antitumor
effect of immunotherapies, and for immunotherapies to
amplify the efﬁcacy of targeted radiation therapy. Radiation can have a multitude of immune-mediated effects,
resulting in both immune stimulation and immune suppression. The primary immunomodulatory effects within
the TME in response to moderate-to-high dose radiation
include induction of immunogenic cell death and release
of tumor neoantigens, upregulation of major histocompatibility complex I, death receptors such as Fas, and PDL1, leakage of DNA into the cytosol triggering activation
of the cGAS/STING pathway and downstream TIL inﬁltration, as well as temporary local eradication of suppressor and effector lymphocytes, and delayed recruitment of
suppressor T regulatory cells. As discussed above, radiation in combination with ICI therapy may be particularly
useful for treating patients with immunologically “cold”
tumors, due to these radiation-induced immune modiﬁcations within the TME.
Currently, an area of great clinical interest is elucidation of synergistic combinatorial strategies of radiation
and immunotherapy. Numerous ongoing preclinical and
clinical studies are exploring combined anti-PD-1/PD-L1
antibody therapy and radiation therapy regimens, with
the goal to deﬁne optimal radiation dose, fractionation,
target volume, and sequencing with immunotherapy. In
these contexts, immunoPET could be used to stratify
patients predicted to respond versus nonresponders and
to characterize radiation-induced changes in PD-L1
expression and T cell inﬁltration, which will help to
expand the proportion of patients who can beneﬁt from
ICI. Furthermore, akin to PSMA-based PET imaging for
prostate cancer, immunoPET could be used to inform
adjunct treatment planning and radiation target delineation; for example, in a patient with oligoprogression on
ICI therapy, immunoPET might identify lesions with low
PD-L1 expression and CD8+ T cell inﬁltration that could
be turned “hot” with radiation therapy. Lastly, ImmunoPET using novel radiopharmaceutical tracers could also
be used in future trials of other radiation-immunotherapy
combination strategies, such as with chimeric antigen
receptor T cell (CAR-T) therapies, IDO inhibitors, vaccines, and oncolytic viruses, to visualize complex immunologic changes within the TME in real-time. These
considerations highlight the signiﬁcant promise of immunoPET to improve personalized multimodality cancer
treatment.
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